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Studying the separation is one of the cen tral issues of the 
contemporary hydrodynamics due to its outstanding importance in number 
of applications, e.g. cavitation, ship hydrodynamics; aero dynami cs, 
etco Development of theoretical approaches to separa ted and cavitating 
flows is obstructed by the formidable mathematical diff i culties 
founded in the very nature of models of such flows, na me l y in the 
complex conjunction with the rigid boundaries of the separation line 
when in deneral the points of detachment/attachment are unknown. 

The most frequently used method for solving free surface 
problems is perhaps that that of conformal mapping {see [ 1 ] ) but it 
proved to be efficient chiefly for jet flows. For inves t igating the 
cavitating flows is used as a rule the method of integral equations 
(for survey see [2]). In the present work a direct di ffer ence solu
tion is attempted making use of the approach developed i n previous 
works [3],[4) where are treated free surface flows of i deal and vis
cous liquids; respectively. 

1. Posing the problem. Consider the ideal f l ow around a long 
cylinder when the dependence on longitudinal coordinat e can be neglec
ted and the flow field can be considered two-dimensional. Let also 
for the sake of simplicity restrict ourselves to cylinders which pos
sess line of symmetry. In terms of polar coordinates th i s line is de
finded as the junction of the two semi-infinite lines e = "J: and e = o. 
Respectively ; the velocity at infinity is assumed to be parallel to 
the axis of symmetry so that to have the leading stagna tion poin t at 
9 •Jl: (see fig.1),: The flow is pressumed irrotational and as so the 

stream function is to be govrned by the Laplace equation which in 
terms of polar coordinates reads : 
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( 1 ) 1-';-, + f If/; .f. fz ~Be = 0 

with the following condition at infinity 

( 2} .,. N rUooSiu e for 

which is obtained as usual after trivial manipulations from the con
ditions for the velocity components. 

The gist of the problem is in the boundary condi tions at 
the combined boundary of body and cavitation zone (if the latter 
exists at all) which boundary is to be stream line. Without loosing 
the generality the number of this line can be set equal to zero 

( 3) Y=o for r'=-1?(9) , 0~ f)~Jr 

where R(EI) is called henceforth shape function• Someportions of this 
function •ay coinside with the body shape function Rb(9) : Since we 
consider only relat ively simple bodies with only one stagnation zone 
attached to the rear of the body (see fig.1) we pressume that stagna
tion zone occupies the interval 0 ~ e~ e* 

e~~ e=o 
Fig.1 

The problem is still not coupled since R (9) is not known 
eve ere, and ore specificly it is unknown in t he stagnation zone. 
There t e Bernoulli integral holds: 

[ ~ 

whe r e Poo is t e pressure at infinity and Uoo is velocity at infinity. 
Introducing i ensionless variables according to following scheme 

L 
P•Pc-+JsUeoC} .. r. Lr' * • 

where is certain characteristic lenght and Pc is the pressure in 
the stagnation zone e get 

(4 } 

where 
(5) 

P---Pc 
ae= 

I U' I$ .., 

is called cavitation nu ber and for the flows of fluid with separation 

is equal to zero. For cavitating flows for which the pressure Pc is 
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lesser than the pressure at infinity the cavitation number is posit1ve. 
Furthermore the pri·mes shall be omitted without fear of con-

fusion. 

Eq. ( 4} cons its of the dimensionless quantity ~ related to 
the pressure. On the boundary of separated zone this quantity is to be 
equal to zero as the pressure is equal to A; due to the balance of 
normal stresses~ So we arrive to following condition 

(6) 

from which the unknown function R(e) has to be estimated implicitly. 
2. Coordinate transformation. Boundary value problem (1}• 

(2},(3),(6) offers two formidable difficulties when treated numerical
ly• The first of them is that the boundaries of the region are not co
ordinate lines and the second one is that the unknown portion of the 
function R (9) is to be identified implicitly in order to satisfy the 
Bernoulli integral. The most natural way to resolve the two difficul• 
ties is to introduce a new independent variable scaled by the shape 
function (see [ 3], [4]} 

(7} '1 = r/~(e) 
Then the boundary becomes the coordinate line ~ • 1 and Bernoulli in
tegral (6} transforms into an explicit expression for shape function: 

R"'2 
~~(&) [1_.. R2 ] T

2
(e) = 1-+-ae (8) where Tc= ;: I • o~e~e: 

c'{-1 

As should have been expected the Laplace equation becomes 
somewhat more complex showing oblique derivatives but it proves to 
be a little worry for the numerical treatment 

I ~2l/l . 1 ~ · ~ 1 r~ 2 R" o2 ?r 
(9} Rz o?z + '7R2 o7 -t- '72 Rz 19z.- ? R -o7M 

R/' ?lll' ~ ( R~'~) R/
2 ~] == o 

+ "'i Rz. o~z.- '? ?;"& R ?J( + R' ? o? . 

The boundary conditions are recast into the new variables as follows 

(10~ at 7. ~ oc 

(11) o/ = 0 at '? == 1 , 0 ~ & ~ JL . 

It is important to derive fn terms of new variables the 
expression for the exerted on the body force due to fluid motion. 

Without going in detail we obtain the expression: 
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( 12) 

where C is the unit vector in direction of axis of symmetry. There is 
; 

n~component of the force which is normal to the axis of symmetry. 

3. Difference scheme for Laplace equation. For the purposes 
of the numerical solution the infinite region '1 ~ 1 is reduced to 

finite one 1 ~ ~ ~ ~Ztltf where 1i>~f is certain sufficiently large 
number whose appropriate magnitude is estimated in numerical experi
ments; Uniform mesh is defined according to the following lows: 

(13) Yfi=h(i-o.s)h~ where h~::(V(.i"f--r);fM- 1 ) fori=f, . .. ,Mrf 

(14) !3j : ( J -1) h.z where h2 =Jt/(N-1') for j = 1, ... } N_. 

where M and N are the total numbers of grid points in '7. and 8 
directions; respectively. The mesh is concerted in e -direction but 
is shifted on half-step in '7. -direction (see fig.2) in order to get 
second order of approximation of the boundary conditions at inrinityo 

6 

~ --- - ·w:· ~~=m 
I 

-r--1 I 
-

I 

Fig.2 

A fictitious time is introduced in Laplace equation and the 
splitting method of stabilizing correction (see [5]) is employed: 

))+f/.2. , 

1fij - 1f"ij ( A d ) ~~~ ~ 1'1 
T/2. = a:Lj.J~11 + ij.A1 ?f'ij -t (-.2bij.J'\2 +A2z)1f'ij (15) 

(16) 

171-1 1-H~ 
lf"ij - 'If' ij _ .!\.. ( ?v ~-tf '!'!) 

1:/Z - 2.2 1 tj -lftJ 

where 
.2. [ 1 t ( Rj+1 - Rj-1 1] 

'1, \ .2. h2 RJ 1 

'?i [ 1 -
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Scheme {15),(16) is coupled with the respective difference 
boundary conditions 

.,.,t~ 11t4f2. 'l?+ 't 7H ~:1 
'tf1j + lf'zj = o, YM+t j +~~'"Hj ==-?;,1 Rjl.J-.,., si ~&j, j=-2, . .. >N-1 

Both the half-time step result into linear algebraic sy,stems with tri
diagonal matrices and are solved by means of a special kind of Gauss
ian elimination method with pivoting (see [6]). 

The iterations are terminated when the following criterion 
is satisfied 

(17) '»'!c:t" I ("lf'Fj- 1fi/")/tr:}HI ~ 0.0001 
LJ 

and the obtained values of set functions are the consecutive global 

iteration;· say Vij • 
4; Algorithm for calculating the shape function. Thinking 

of the stream function as known at ~-th iteration stage one is to 
compute values of Rj from eq:'(8). Unfortunately,- that equation is 
not resolved for the derivative R"'(e) • Moreover 1 ' it can be resolved 
only if certain condition is satisfied~ namely if 

c 18 > w c e) = c 1 + "<!€ ) R 2 
(e-) /'I 2. c e) - 1 > o. 

Obviously,- in the region adjacent to the leading or rear-end stagnation 
points eq. ( 18) holds because in those regions T- 0 and therefore 
(R/T) 2 >> 1. We discard from physical considerations the possibi

lity to have separation near the leading stagnation point and focus 
our attention on the rear-end zone. 

Computation of the ~-th iteration begins with locali-
zation of the position of point at which ~(6) changes its sign from 
positive to negative: say it happens between the points with numbers 
jK and j* + 1 • Then the following two steps are executed~ Initially 

is solved (8) by means of following difference scheme 

(19) 

' ol-1 o.-1 ~ 

( 
Rj + Rj-+1 ) 

(1+~),J- ...-f!- -1 
1j -t 'Jtt 
~ ~ 

starting from initial c~ndition Rj* = 0 and going backward to R1 • 

Secondly, the value Rj~ is improved through acknowledging the con
dition R1(B.,)= R~(e~) which is a direct corollary from ( B). We satis

fy tllis condition approximately at point Bj'*+'f taking three-point 
finite difference scheme for the derivatives and obtain 
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~ cl.. 

(2o) Rj• - Rb~il = 1/Lt (Rj•_ 1 - Rbj::
1

) 

Thus the calculation of the ct.-th iteration of R is completed. The 
global iterat i ons are terminated under the provisions of the following 
criterion 

5. Result s and discussion. The algorithm outlined in the 
above is employed to solve the problem of separated and cavitating 
flows around cylinders of circular or elliptic cross-sections~ The 
essential features of this algorithm are that it does not require a 
specially devised closure at the tail of the cavity and that it is 
capable of automatic identification of the points of attachment of 
separation lines (surfeces). The former is due to a kind of numerical 
•closure" and means that the truncation error is so large and results 
in altering the properties of the free surface in the rear of the tail. 
The latter i s the most important achievment of present work and means, 
in fact, that along with the potential one an other solution to Euler 
equations is found. The new solution consits of potential and stagna
tion parts which are mathched at unknown free surface. 

On fig,3 are shown the shapes of cavities at circular cyl
inders for fou r different cavitation numbers 

ce ~o.s 
Fig.3 

0 fig .4 and fig .5 are presented results for elliptic cyl
inders with long axes parallel or normal to the flow, respectively. 
On fig. 6 is plotted t he pressure distribution at circular cylinder 
for -ae., o. It is seen that in the stagnation zone ( e ~ 40°) the 

pressure is equal to zero within the error of approximation, i.e. a 
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flow of the descibed composite type (potential flow + stagnant zone) 
is indeed obtained. 

~ c-~<§)=:~-1-=::::::=ae ==::::;;;0 ~--
Figo4 

Fig.s 

An important application of the method developed in the 
present paper is the prediction of the resistance of blunt bodies in 
large-Reynolds-number flows. On fig;7 is plotted the drag coefficient 
of circular cylinders versus Reynolds number. The resistance coeffici
ent of separated ideal flow calculated here is represented by the 
dashed line• It is clearly seen that the calculated resistance compare 
quantiatively very well with experimental results for Re > 105 • This 
means that the method developed can be used for at least rough estima
tion of the resistance of bodies of revolution without going to vis
cous or boundary-layer type calculations. 

Cx. = X.1lJ! R 

.4 .2_.2!_ £:0. ------

.2 

Fig.6 Fig.7 
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